Press Release

November 30, 2012
Nuclear Regulation Authority

Regarding the 1st Expert Meeting on Follow-up to Recommendations from committees established under the diet and the government related to the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Accident

Regarding the government efforts after receipt of recommendations from “National Diet of Japan Fukushima Nuclear Accident Independent Investigation Commission (NAIIC)” and “Investigation Committee on the Accident at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric Power company”, the government of Japan is required to steadily make follow-up and to announce its results to the public.

Therefore, the Cabinet Secretariat and the NRA are to make follow-up with concerted efforts of the whole government while asking cooperation from other relevant administrative bodies and listening to various experts’ opinions. The meeting of the above title will be held as follows. The plenary meeting will be open to the public.

1. Time and Date:
   10:00 – 12:00, Friday, December 7, 2012

2. Venue:
   Mita Kaigisho, 3F, Main Conference Room (2-1-8, Mita, Minato-ku, Tokyo)

3. Agenda
   (1) To review nuclear regulations after Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Accident
   (2) The summaries of “National Diet of Japan Fukushima Nuclear Accident Independent Investigation Commission (NAIIC)” and “Investigation Committee on the Accident at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric Power company”
   (3) How to proceed with follow-up to the recommendation from the above-mentioned committees
   (4) Others
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